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Abstract. Trajectory planning is a critical process that enables au-
tonomous systems to safely navigate complex environments. Signal tem-
poral logic (STL) specifications are an effective way to encode complex,
temporally extended objectives for trajectory planning in cyber-physical
systems (CPS). However, the complexity of planning with STL using
existing techniques scales exponentially with the number of nested op-
erators and the time horizon of a given specification. Additionally, poor
performance is exacerbated at runtime due to limited computational bud-
gets and compounding modeling errors. Decomposing a complex speci-
fication into smaller subtasks and incrementally planning for them can
remedy these issues. In this work, we present a method for decomposing
STL specifications to improve planning efficiency and performance. The
key insight in our work is to encode all specifications as a set of basic
constraints called reachability and invariance constraints, and schedule
these constraints sequentially at runtime. Our experiment shows that the
proposed technique outperforms the state-of-the-art trajectory planning
techniques for both linear and non-linear dynamical systems.
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1 Introduction

Most autonomous robots interacting with the physical world need to achieve
complex objectives while dealing with uncertainty and stochasticity in their en-
vironment. This problem is exacerbated by short response times expected while
ensuring runtime efficiency. Hence, formulating these complex objectives accu-
rately is a crucial step in realizing the desired behaviors for robotic operations.

Temporal logics such as linear temporal logic (LTL) [19] and signal temporal
logic (STL) [16] provide a precise way to encode objectives that are expressed in
a natural language. STL has received special attention in the community due to
its rich quantitative semantics that can quantitatively measure satisfaction of a
given property that encodes an objective. Additionally, it can be used to describe
complex properties over real valued signals such as state trajectories arising
from continuous dynamical systems. For robotic planning, STL can be used to
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Fig. 1. Left: An STL specification ϕ with multiple nested temporal operators and a
possible decomposition into subtasks. Right: A sample trajectory that satisfies ϕ in a
planar environment.

describe complex behaviors with concrete time deadlines such as those found in
trajectory planning and task planning. Planners can use these specifications to
generate specification-conforming behavior.

A significant amount of common robotic objectives can be interpreted as
a sequence of subtasks. It has been shown that incremental subtask planning
can be done more efficiently compared to planning for a composite task [5, 7,
18]. However, when STL is used to represent these composite tasks, incremental
planning becomes challenging. This issue is because STL semantics can encode
the sequential nature of tasks but does not expose this structure to the plan-
ner. In such cases, the planners are forced to work with complex long-horizon
specifications. When the horizon of the specification is longer than the planning
horizon, planners can often generate suboptimal or violating plans. This problem
is exacerbated when planning occurs at runtime with computational constraints
and compounding modeling errors [2].

In this work, we propose a theory to decompose long-horizon, arbitrarily
nested specifications into sub-specifications that can be satisfied incrementally.
We define recursive rules for decomposition and propose a novel scheduling al-
gorithm for incremental task planning. The key insight here is to “divide and
conquer” STL requirements while ensuring, by construction, that the resulting
plan satisfies the original composite specification. We illustrate the effectiveness
of our proposed approach over an experiment involving robot exploration prob-
lems with linear and non-linear dynamics. Our preliminary experiment shows
that our approach is able to more efficiently generate plans for complex, com-
posite specifications in comparison to the existing state-of-the-art STL-based
planning methods. In addition, our decomposition technique is agnostic to the
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underlying system dynamics and the choice of planner, and can potentially be
adapted by different planners.

The key contributions of this paper are:

– A method for decomposing an STL specification into a set of smaller STL
specifications that represent subtasks (Section 4.2);

– A planning algorithm that incrementally schedules and executes these sub-
tasks (Sections 4.3 and 4.4);

– An evaluation of the proposed approach over a benchmark of motion plan-
ning tasks (Section 5).

2 Motivation

We illustrate the problem of planning from complex specifications using an ex-
ample from the motion planning domain. We use a planning problem similar to
the one defined in [14].

As illustrated in Figure 1, the goal of the agent (robot) is to visit regions
R1 and R4 sequentially while avoiding an unsafe region, R3. Additionally, upon
reaching R4, the agent needs to stay in it for 10 time steps. We combine three
common motion planning patterns such as sequenced visit, stabilization, and
global avoidance to create a specification with timed deadlines as follows:

Φ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2
ϕ1 = ♢[0,10](R1 ∧ ♢[20,30]□[0,10](R4))

ϕ2 = □[0,60](¬R3)

The state-of-the-art (SOTA) technique for planning from Φ, originally pro-
posed in [20], involves encoding the STL specification and the system dynamics
as Mixed Integer Program (MIP) constraints and solving the constrained opti-
mization problem in a receding horizon fashion. A new binary decision variable is
introduced for each atomic proposition per time step in the STL specification. A
known drawback of this technique is its exponential worst-case complexity with
respect to the number of binary variables [12]. Various encoding modifications
have been suggested to enhance the efficiency of the technique by reducing the
number of variables and constraints [21, 12].

However, even with reduced variable encoding, current methods excel primar-
ily with short-horizon specifications. When encoding nested temporal operators,
a large number of additional variables and constraints are needed to capture
the relationship between different temporal operators, in contrast to non-nested
operators, where temporal constraints associated with each operator are consid-
ered independently. For example, let us take the subformula ♢[20,30]□[0,10](R4)
from ϕ1. For encoding this subformula into an MIP, we would need 11 (outer
eventually) + 121 (inner always) = 132 binary variables.3 In general, as the
nesting depth increases, the number of variables can increase exponentially.

3 For the outer ♢ clause, 11 binary variables are introduced to encode that the inner
□ clause is satisfied within interval [20,30]; for each time point in [0,10] interval,
another set of 11 variables are introduced, thus resulting in 11*11 = 121 variables.
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In this work, we propose a technique to improve the scalability of STL plan-
ning algorithms through decomposition of STL specifications. Our idea is in-
spired by human planning, where long-term goals are achieved by breaking tasks
into incremental sub-goals [8]. Concretely, by decomposing the specification, we
effectively remove the complexity of nested operators and also reduce the length
of the lookahead horizon.

A possible decomposition of the specification Φ into four subtasks is as fol-
lows:

sch1 = ♢[0,10](R1) ∧□[0,10](¬R3)

sch2 = ♢[tR1+20,tR1+30](R4) ∧□[tR1+20,tR1+30](¬R3)

sch3 = □[tR4+0,tR4+10](¬R3 ∧R4)

sch4 = □[tR42,60](¬R3)

Here, the symbolic time variables (tR1, tR4, tR42) indicate when those sub-
tasks get satisfied. More specifically, tR4 indicates when the agent reaches Region
1 and tR42 indicates when the agent has been inside Region 4 for 10 timesteps
after reaching it. These variables then shift the time intervals of the other con-
straints that depend on them (e.g., time tR1 from sch1 is used to concretize
the time intervals for sch2, whose time of satisfaction, in turn, influences sch3).
These subtasks have shorter time horizons and no nested temporal operators,
resulting in MIP constraints that are less complex than those that would result
from composite specifications. As shown later in Section 5, this decomposition-
based approach has potential to significantly improve the efficiency of planning.

3 Preliminaries

STL is a logical formalism used to define properties of continuous time real
valued signals [16]. A signal s is a function s : T → Rn that maps a time domain
T ⊆ R≥0 to a real valued vector. Then, an STL formula is defined as:

ϕ := µ | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ψ | ϕ ∨ ψ | ϕ U[a,b] ψ

where µ is a predicate on the signal s at time t in the form of µ ≡ µ(s(t)) > 0
and [a, b] is the time interval (or simply I). The until operator U defines that
ϕ must be true until ψ becomes true within a time interval [a, b]. Two other
operators can be derived from until : eventually (F[a,b] ϕ := ⊤ U[a,b] ϕ) and
always (G[a,b] ϕ := ¬F[a,b] ¬ϕ).
Definition 1. Given a signal st representing a signal starting at time t, the
Boolean semantics of satisfaction of st |= ϕ are defined inductively as follows:

st |= µ ⇐⇒ µ(s(t)) > 0

st |= ¬φ ⇐⇒ ¬(st |= φ)

st |= φ1 ∧ φ2 ⇐⇒ (st |= φ1) ∧ (st |= φ2)

st |= F[a,b](φ) ⇐⇒ ∃t′ ∈ [t+ a, t+ b] s.t. st′ |= φ

st |= G[a,b](φ) ⇐⇒ ∀t′ ∈ [t+ a, t+ b] s.t. st′ |= φ
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Fig. 2. Overview of the StlInc approach

Apart from the Boolean semantics, quantitative semantics are defined for a sig-
nal to compute a real-valued metric indicating robustness, i.e., the strength of
satisfaction or violation.

Definition 2. Given a signal st representing a signal starting at time t, the
quantitative semantics of satisfaction of st |= ϕ are defined inductively as follows:

ρ(st, µc) = µ(xt)− c

ρ(st,¬φ) = −ρ(st, φ)
ρ(st, φ1 ∧ φ2) = min(ρ(st, φ1), ρ(st, φ2))

ρ(st,F[a,b](φ)) = max
t′∈[t+a,t+b]

ρ(s′t, φ)

ρ(st,G[a,b](φ)) = min
t′∈[t+a,t+b]

ρ(s′t, φ)

For example, suppose that we are given (1) ϕ ≡ G[0,3](distToR3(t) ≥ 3.0), which
states that the agent should maintain at least 3.0 meters away from region R3 for
the next 4 time steps and (2) signal st that contains sequence ⟨3.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5⟩
for distToR3. Evaluting the robustness of satisfaction of ϕ over st would result
in a value of −0.5, implying that the agent violates the property by a degree of
0.5 (i.e., it fails to stay away from R3 by 0.5 meters).

4 Approach

4.1 Basic Concepts and Definitions

The overview of our planning framework (StlInc) is shown in Figure 2. The
key idea behind this approach is that a bounded STL formula in our fragment
can be decomposed into a finite set of the following two types of task constraints,
each of which is associated with time interval I = [a, b] and state proposition p:
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Reachability : The system ensures that p holds over at least one time step
t within I.
Invariance: The system ensures that p holds over every step t within I.

Based on this idea, the framework carries out the incremental planning process
over three steps. First, the flattener takes a user-specified STL specification (ϕ)
and decomposes it into two sets of task constraints, X ∃ and X ∀, which contain
the reachability and invariance constraints, respectively. The decomposition is
performed such that satisfying all of the constraints in these two sets implies the
satisfaction of the original formula ϕ.

Next, the scheduler takes the two sets, X ∃ and X ∀, and generates a sequence
of atomic tasks, σ = ⟨at0, at1...atk⟩, where (1) each atomic task at is a non-
nested STL formula consisting of G[a,b](p) or F[a,b](p) (where p is a propositional
formula) and (2) two different atomic tasks do not overlap in their time intervals.
After this sequence is generated, the planner executes these atomic tasks one by
one in the designated order. Once all tasks are executed, the system will have
fulfilled X ∃ and X ∀, thus satisfying the original goal of ϕ. The rest of this section
describes each of the three steps in detail.

STL fragment Our approach is designed to handle specifications written in
the following fragment of STL:

ϕ ::= F[a,b](ϕ) | G[a,b](ϕ) | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | p
p ::= p1 ∧ p2 | p1 ∨ p2 | ¬p | µ

where p is a propositional formula that does not contain any temporal oper-
ator, and µ is an atomic proposition. We target this STL fragment as (1) it
signficantly simplifies the decomposition process and (2) it is still expressive
enough to capture many common behavioral patterns in the robotics planning
domain [17]. Note that the fragment allows a nesting of temporal operators of an
arbitrary depth, which is important for specifying sequential tasks. For example,
the objective of visiting locations in a particular order can be defined as:

ϕ ≡ F[1,5](l1 ∧ F[1,10](l2 ∧ F[1,7](l3)))

where l1, l2, l3 represent the locations to be visited.

Task constraints As mentioned at the beginning of the section, an STL for-
mula imposes two types of constraints over system behavior: reachability and
invariance constraints, which are formally defined as follows:

Definition 3 (Reachability set). A reachability set, X ∃ ∈ P(T× T×U) is a
set of tuples of form (l, h, p), each stating that there exists some time t in interval
[l, h], inclusively, such that proposition p holds over the system state at time t.

Definition 4 (Invariance set). An invariance set, X ∀ ∈ P(T × T × U), is a
set of tuples of form (l, h, p), each stating that for every time t in interval [l, h],
inclusively, proposition p holds over the system state at time t.
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Fig. 3. Flattening rules

We introduce an additional set of constraints that specify intervals over sym-
bolic time variables that are introduced during the flattening of F formulas:

Definition 5 (Time variable intervals). A time variable interval set, TC ∈
P(T× T× T), is a set of tuples of the form (l, h, v), each stating that symbolic
time variable v takes a value in the interval [l, h], inclusively.

4.2 Flattening

Given an input STL specification, ϕ, the goal of flattening is to construct two sets
of constraints—reachability and invariance sets—whose satisfaction also implies
the satisfaction of ϕ. Flattening is applied recursively based on the structure
of ϕ, as shown through the rules in Figure 3. Along with X ∀ and X ∃, each
recursive step produces an additional auxiliary output TC, which is later used
by the scheduler to resolve symbolic time variables.

Flat-p In the basic case where ϕ = p, flattening generates one reachability
constraint that requires p to be satisfied at the current time (i.e., l = h = 0).
Hence, the reachability set for ϕ is (0, 0, p).

Flat-∧ Given cojunctive formula ϕ = ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2, the invariance set for ϕ is the
union of X ∀

1 and X ∀
2 ; i.e., every invariance constraint in ϕ1 and ϕ2 must be

satisfied. Similarly, the reachability set for ϕ is the union of X ∃
1 and X ∃

2 ; i.e.,
every reachability constraint in ϕ1 and ϕ2 must be satisfied.

Flat-∃ Given ϕ = F[a,b](ϕ1), for each constraint (l1, h1, p1) ∈ X ∃
1 , flattening

involves shifting interval [l1, h1] by a symbolic time variable t ∈ [a, b]. This
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bound on t is encoded by adding a tuple (a, b, t) to TC. Intuitively, this can be
understood from the following transformation similar to the one in [13]:

F[a,b](F[c,d](ϕ1)) = F[a+c,b+d](ϕ1)

Here, instead of adding a and b directly to the upper and lower bound, respec-
tively of time interval [c, d], we add a symbolic variable that can take a value
between a and b. For example, given specification ϕ = F[2,5](p), X ∃ would contain
constraint (t+ 0, t+ 0, p) and TC would contain (2, 5, t).

As another example, consider specification ϕ = F[2,5](p2 ∧ F[1,3](p1)). When

the Flat-∃ rule is applied, the resulting X ∃ contains (t2 + t1 +0, t2 + t1 +0, p1)
and (t2, t2, p2), and TC contains {(1, 3, t1), (2, 5, t2)}. Here, t1 is introduced when
Flat-∃ rule is applied to the innermost F operator (F[1,3]); t2 is then introduced
when Flat-∃ is applied for outermost F operator (F[2,5]).

The flattening of an F formula applied to an invariance set is handled simi-
larly. Consider a specification of the form

ϕ ≡ F[a,b](ϕ1) = F[a,b](G[c,d](p))

with X ∀
1 = {(c, d, p)}. Here, according to the Boolean STL semantics, there

exists a t ∈ [a, b] such that ∀t′ ∈ [t + c, t + d], p must be satisfied. Hence, in
the resulting invariance set for ϕ, the time interval for the existing invariance
constraint is shifted by t. This bound on t is encoded by adding a tuple (a, b, t)
to TC. For example, given specifcation ϕ = F[2,5](G[3,10](p)), X ∀ would contain
constraint (t+ 3, t+ 10, p) and TC would contain (2, 5, t).

Flat-∀ The flattening of an ∀ formula over X ∃
1 is handled in the following way.

Consider a specification of the form:

ϕ ≡ G[a,b](ϕ1) = G[a,b](F[c,d](p))

with X ∃
1 = {tc} = {(t1, t1, p)} and TC = {(c, d, t1)}. Since ϕ states that con-

straint tcmust hold at every time step between [a, b], the idea is to create multiple
reachability constraints of form (t1 + k, t1 + k, p), one for each time value k in
interval [a, b]. For example, let ϕ = G[1,100](F[1,5](p)). After flattening, X ∃ for ϕ
would contain 100 reachability constraints, each in form of (t1 + k, t1 + k, p) for
1 ≤ k ≤ 100.

The flattening of an ∀ over X ∀
1 is handled in the following way. Consider a

specification of the form

ϕ ≡ G[a,b](ϕ1) = G[a,b](G[c,d](p))

with X ∀
1 = {tc} = {(c, d, p)}. Since ϕ states that constraint tc must hold at every

time step between [a, b], by shifting the interval of each constraint by [a, b], the
resulting formula X ∀ is constructed as {(a+ c, b+ d, p)}. Intuitively, this can be
understood from the following transformation similar to the one in [13]:

G[a,b](G[c,d](ϕ1)) = G[a+c,b+d](ϕ1)
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We now introduce a theorem that establishes the soundness of our flattening
operation with respect to a given STL specification.

Lemma 1. Let ϕ be an input STL specification, and let (X ∃, X ∀, TC) be the
output of flatten(ϕ). Then, for every signal st:

∀v ∈ V(vars(TC)) • ∀x ∈ X ∃ ∪ X ∀ • st |= Inst(x, v) =⇒ st |= ϕ

where vars is a function that returns the set of all symbolic variables in TC,
V(X ) is the set of all possible assignments of values to variables in X (restricted
to values in their respective time intervals), and Inst(x, v) instantiates symbolic
variables in constraint x with the values from v.

In other words, if every possible reachability or invariance constraint is satisfied
over a particular signal, then the original specification ϕ must also hold over the
same signal.

4.3 Symbolic Time Resolution

The X ∃ and X ∀ constraints generated from flattening may contain multiple sym-
bolic variables. To enable scheduling, StlInc first attempts to resolve as many
of these variables as possible by applying substitution rules to the constraints.

Algorithm 1 shows the sketch of the symbolic time resolution (STR) process.
As inputs, it takes the output of the flattening procedure—the X ∃ and X ∀

constraints, and the time intervals over symbolic time variables. As outputs, it
produces (1) a new pair of X ∃ and X ∀, with some of the time variables replaced
by concrete time values, and (2) time variable intervals (TC ′) that specifies, for
each concrete constraint produced in (1), an interval during which the constraint
must be satisfied. This latter set of time intervals are used to enforce conjunctive
constraints (i.e., ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2) to be satisfied simultaneously.

The algorithm iterates through the time variables in the bottom-up order
(i.e., starting with the variables that appear in the lower part of an AST for
a given STL expression). For each constraint that contains variable t (line 4),
STR applies two types of substitutions, depending on whether the constraint is
a reachability or an invariance constraint.

Invariance constraints An invariance constraint, x = (l, h, p), with time vari-
able t ∈ [a, b] represents an STL expression F[a,b](G[l,h] p) (where t appears in
l and h, and p is an atomic proposition). Intuitively, this expression can be re-
garded a kind of “reach and stay” task, where the system must first reach a state
where p holds within time interval [a + l, b + l], and then continue to satisfy p
for the following (h − l) time steps. The rule ApplyFG takes constraint x and
interval tc, and produces a new pair of reachability and invariance constraints,
as follows:

ApplyFG(x = (l, h, p), tc = (a, b, t)) ≡ ((a+ l, b+ l, p), (tsat, tsat + h− l, p))
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Algorithm 1 Symbolic Time Resolution (STR)

1: Input: Flattened constraints X ∃,X ∀, time variable intervals TC
2: Output: Modified constraints X ∃,X ∀, new time variable intervals TC′

3: TC′ = ∅
4: for tc = (a, b, t) in TC do
5: X ∀

t := filter(X ∀, t), X ∃
t := filter(X ∃, t)

6: for x = (l, h, p) in X ∀
t do

7: (y∃, y∀) := ApplyFG(x,tc)
8: X ∃ := X ∃ ∪ {y∃}
9: X ∀ := (X ∀ − {x}) ∪ {y∀}

10: TC′ := TC′ ∪ {(t + l, t + l,t-sat(y∃)), (t + l + 1, t + h,t-sat(y∀))}
11: end for
12: for x = (l, h, p) in X ∃

t do
13: y∃ := ApplyFF(x,tc)
14: X ∃ := (X ∃ − {x}) ∪ {y∃}
15: TC′ := TC′ ∪ {(t + l, t + h,t-sat(y∃))}
16: end for
17: end for
18: return (X ∃,X ∀, TC′)

where tsat is a new symbolic variable that represents the time at which p is
satisfied between (a+ l, b+ l).

In addition, STR adds two time variable intervals (line 10) to ensure that:
(1) the new reachability constraint, y∃, is satisfied exactly at (t + l) and (2)
the invariance constraint, y∀, is satisfied subsequently for the following (l − h)
steps. Here, t-sat(y) returns a symbolic time variable representing the time of
satisfaction of constraint y.

Consider the example in Figure 4. One of the invariance constraints that
flattening generates is (t+1, t+5, r1), which depends on time variable t ∈ [1, 20].
The application of ApplyFG results in constraints stating that (1) the system
must satisfy p within [2,21], and (2) from the point of the satisfaction of this
constraint (t2), it must hold p true for the following (5− 1) = 4 steps. Note that
the other invariance constraint, (1, 35,¬r3), remains untouched, as it does not
depend on any time variable.

Reachability constraints A reachability constraint, x = (l, h, p), with time
variable t ∈ [a, b] represents an STL expression F[a,b](F[l,h] p). When a pair of F
operators are nested in this manner, they can be simplified by using the following
substitution rule:

ApplyFF(x = (l, h, p), tc = (a, b, t)) ≡ (l + a, h+ b, p)

The resulting reachability constraint, y∃, replaces the existing constraint in X ∃

(line 14). In addition, a new time variable interval is added to ensure that y∃ is
satisfied between (t+ l) and (t+ h).
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X 8

Flattening output:
<latexit sha1_base64="34qqz+dShDlZ0CafG0VFX1FVUM8=">AAAB8XicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBg5Td4texKIjHCrYVt0vJptk2NJssSVYoS/+FFw+KePXfePPfmLZ70NYHA4/3ZpiZFyacaeO6305haXllda24XtrY3NreKe/utbRMFaFNIrlUDyHWlDNBm4YZTh8SRXEcctoOh9cTv/1ElWZS3JtRQoMY9wWLGMHGSo833cz3TmpuMO6WK27VnQItEi8nFcjR6Ja/Oj1J0pgKQzjW2vfcxAQZVoYRTselTqppgskQ96lvqcAx1UE2vXiMjqzSQ5FUtoRBU/X3RIZjrUdxaDtjbAZ63puI/3l+aqLLIGMiSQ0VZLYoSjkyEk3eRz2mKDF8ZAkmitlbERlghYmxIZVsCN78y4ukVat659Wzu9NK/SqPowgHcAjH4MEF1OEWGtAEAgKe4RXeHO28OO/Ox6y14OQz+/AHzucPOHSP/A==</latexit>

F[1,20]

<latexit sha1_base64="tewNnk+5RljX27rlDOYYqPJTvZs=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5REbPVYFMRjBfuBaSib7aZdutmE3Y1QQv6FFw+KePXfePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3b31ZhZXVtfaO4Wdra3tndK+8ftFWUSEJbJOKR7PpYUc4EbWmmOe3GkuLQ57Tjj2+mfueJSsUi8aAnMfVCPBQsYARrIz3e9lO3fubUvKxfrthVewa0TJycVCBHs1/+6g0ikoRUaMKxUq5jx9pLsdSMcJqVeomiMSZjPKSuoQKHVHnp7OIMnRhlgIJImhIazdTfEykOlZqEvukMsR6pRW8q/ue5iQ6uvJSJONFUkPmiIOFIR2j6PhowSYnmE0MwkczcisgIS0y0CalkQnAWX14m7fOqU6/W7i8qjes8jiIcwTGcggOX0IA7aEILCAh4hld4s5T1Yr1bH/PWgpXPHMIfWJ8/RjiQBQ==</latexit>

F[6,15]

<latexit sha1_base64="9AV2wwjH77q5q8lWpkbE9PO+Wz4=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hd3g6xj04jGieUCyhNlJbzJkdnaZmRXCkk/w4kERr36RN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KEsG1cd1vZ2V1bX1js7BV3N7Z3dsvHRw2dZwqhg0Wi1i1A6pRcIkNw43AdqKQRoHAVjC6nfqtJ1Sax/LRjBP0IzqQPOSMGis9qF61Vyq7FXcGsky8nJQhR71X+ur2Y5ZGKA0TVOuO5ybGz6gynAmcFLupxoSyER1gx1JJI9R+Njt1Qk6t0idhrGxJQ2bq74mMRlqPo8B2RtQM9aI3Ff/zOqkJr/2MyyQ1KNl8UZgKYmIy/Zv0uUJmxNgSyhS3txI2pIoyY9Mp2hC8xZeXSbNa8S4rF/fn5dpNHkcBjuEEzsCDK6jBHdShAQwG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz7mrStOPnMEf+B8/gAHUI2l</latexit>r2

<latexit sha1_base64="8KjU5rltjdriDhz3jeE9bHMIrU4=">AAAB8HicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4kLIrVj0WPeixgv2Q7VKyabYNTbJLkhXK0l/hxYMiXv053vw3pu0etPXBwOO9GWbmhQln2rjut7O0vLK6tl7YKG5ube/slvb2mzpOFaENEvNYtUOsKWeSNgwznLYTRbEIOW2Fw5uJ33qiSrNYPphRQgOB+5JFjGBjpcfbbuZ7p9Vg3C2V3Yo7BVokXk7KkKPeLX11ejFJBZWGcKy177mJCTKsDCOcjoudVNMEkyHuU99SiQXVQTY9eIyOrdJDUaxsSYOm6u+JDAutRyK0nQKbgZ73JuJ/np+a6CrImExSQyWZLYpSjkyMJt+jHlOUGD6yBBPF7K2IDLDCxNiMijYEb/7lRdI8q3gXler9ebl2ncdRgEM4ghPw4BJqcAd1aAABAc/wCm+Ocl6cd+dj1rrk5DMH8AfO5w/OZY/G</latexit>

G[1,5]

<latexit sha1_base64="3C9RD7dWF3K64nRlEPX20aDeZGw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nEr2PRi8cKxhbaUCabTbt0swm7G6GU/gYvHhTx6g/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941GmuKPNpKlLVDlEzwSXzDTeCtTPFMAkFa4XD26nfemJK81Q+mFHGggT7ksecorGS3xUoo1615tbdGcgy8QpSgwLNXvWrG6U0T5g0VKDWHc/NTDBGZTgVbFLp5pplSIfYZx1LJSZMB+PZsRNyYpWIxKmyJQ2Zqb8nxphoPUpC25mgGehFbyr+53VyE18HYy6z3DBJ54viXBCTkunnJOKKUSNGliBV3N5K6AAVUmPzqdgQvMWXl8njWd27rF/cn9caN0UcZTiCYzgFD66gAXfQBB8ocHiGV3hzpPPivDsf89aSU8wcwh84nz/Lso6x</latexit>^
<latexit sha1_base64="2TyYox69prPZKG28G7NCoWz8v3M=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV3xdQx68ZiAeUCyhNnJbDJmdnaZ6RXCki/w4kERr36SN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KEikMuu63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bJk414w0Wy1i3A2q4FIo3UKDk7URzGgWSt4LR3dRvPXFtRKwecJxwP6IDJULBKFqpjr1S2a24M5Bl4uWkDDlqvdJXtx+zNOIKmaTGdDw3QT+jGgWTfFLspoYnlI3ogHcsVTTixs9mh07IqVX6JIy1LYVkpv6eyGhkzDgKbGdEcWgWvan4n9dJMbzxM6GSFLli80VhKgnGZPo16QvNGcqxJZRpYW8lbEg1ZWizKdoQvMWXl0nzvOJdVS7rF+XqbR5HAY7hBM7Ag2uowj3UoAEMODzDK7w5j86L8+58zFtXnHzmCP7A+fwB42mNAg==</latexit>

t

<latexit sha1_base64="DCN1BM5fuuDvQ3LFzbkT81/hoSQ=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA9hV3xdQx68RjFPCBZwuxkNhkyO7vM9AphyR948aCIV//Im3/jJNmDJhY0FFXddHcFiRQGXffbWVpeWV1bL2wUN7e2d3ZLe/sNE6ea8TqLZaxbATVcCsXrKFDyVqI5jQLJm8HwduI3n7g2IlaPOEq4H9G+EqFgFK30gCfdUtmtuFOQReLlpAw5at3SV6cXszTiCpmkxrQ9N0E/oxoFk3xc7KSGJ5QNaZ+3LVU04sbPppeOybFVeiSMtS2FZKr+nshoZMwoCmxnRHFg5r2J+J/XTjG89jOhkhS5YrNFYSoJxmTyNukJzRnKkSWUaWFvJWxANWVowynaELz5lxdJ46ziXVYu7s/L1Zs8jgIcwhGcggdXUIU7qEEdGITwDK/w5gydF+fd+Zi1Ljn5zAH8gfP5A0PsjTM=</latexit>

t0
<latexit sha1_base64="gYstaTRtFMyMybIpzidEC23W9hA=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkqMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0oPpev1xxq+4cZJV4OalAjka//NUbxCyNUBomqNZdz02Mn1FlOBM4LfVSjQllYzrErqWSRqj9bH7qlJxZZUDCWNmShszV3xMZjbSeRIHtjKgZ6WVvJv7ndVMTXvsZl0lqULLFojAVxMRk9jcZcIXMiIkllClubyVsRBVlxqZTsiF4yy+vktZF1bus1u5rlfpNHkcRTuAUzsGDK6jDHTSgCQyG8Ayv8OYI58V5dz4WrQUnnzmGP3A+fwAFeo2j</latexit>r1

<latexit sha1_base64="3C9RD7dWF3K64nRlEPX20aDeZGw=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0nEr2PRi8cKxhbaUCabTbt0swm7G6GU/gYvHhTx6g/y5r9x2+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvzATXxnW/ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941GmuKPNpKlLVDlEzwSXzDTeCtTPFMAkFa4XD26nfemJK81Q+mFHGggT7ksecorGS3xUoo1615tbdGcgy8QpSgwLNXvWrG6U0T5g0VKDWHc/NTDBGZTgVbFLp5pplSIfYZx1LJSZMB+PZsRNyYpWIxKmyJQ2Zqb8nxphoPUpC25mgGehFbyr+53VyE18HYy6z3DBJ54viXBCTkunnJOKKUSNGliBV3N5K6AAVUmPzqdgQvMWXl8njWd27rF/cn9caN0UcZTiCYzgFD66gAXfQBB8ocHiGV3hzpPPivDsf89aSU8wcwh84nz/Lso6x</latexit>^
<latexit sha1_base64="V9o9J1Ks+WLd091cFomPB/eAb0E=">AAAB8XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBg5RErXosetBjBfuBaSib7aZdutmE3Y1QQv6FFw+KePXfePPfuG1z0NYHA4/3ZpiZ58ecKW3b31ZhaXllda24XtrY3NreKe/utVSUSEKbJOKR7PhYUc4EbWqmOe3EkuLQ57Ttj24mfvuJSsUi8aDHMfVCPBAsYARrIz3e9lLXOTmreVmvXLGr9hRokTg5qUCORq/81e1HJAmp0IRjpVzHjrWXYqkZ4TQrdRNFY0xGeEBdQwUOqfLS6cUZOjJKHwWRNCU0mqq/J1IcKjUOfdMZYj1U895E/M9zEx1ceSkTcaKpILNFQcKRjtDkfdRnkhLNx4ZgIpm5FZEhlphoE1LJhODMv7xIWqdV56Jauz+v1K/zOIpwAIdwDA5cQh3uoAFNICDgGV7hzVLWi/VufcxaC1Y+sw9/YH3+AEMmkAM=</latexit>

G[1,35]

<latexit sha1_base64="Wn8ZUBojCD4uK6CnbTMnTfZT6vU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV3fx6AXjxHMA5IlzE56kyGzs+vMrBCW/IQXD4p49Xe8+TdOkj1oYkFDUdVNd1eQCK6N6347S8srq2vrhY3i5tb2zm5pb7+h41QxrLNYxKoVUI2CS6wbbgS2EoU0CgQ2g+HtxG8+odI8lg9mlKAf0b7kIWfUWKnVkdgnqnvWLZXdijsFWSReTsqQo9YtfXV6MUsjlIYJqnXbcxPjZ1QZzgSOi51UY0LZkPaxbamkEWo/m947JsdW6ZEwVrakIVP190RGI61HUWA7I2oGet6biP957dSE137GZZIalGy2KEwFMTGZPE96XCEzYmQJZYrbWwkbUEWZsREVbQje/MuLpHFa8S4rF/fn5epNHkcBDuEITsCDK6jCHdSgDgwEPMMrvDmPzovz7nzMWpecfOYA/sD5/AFigo+O</latexit>¬r3

Resolution output:
<latexit sha1_base64="Xv9/saNiE+s9FCJ/oFgv5wh6fik=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV7dLNYBFclUR8LYtuXFawD2hjmUxv2qGTSZiZiCHUX3HjQhG3fog7/8ZJm4W2Hhg4nHMv98zxY86Udpxva2l5ZXVtvbRR3tza3tm19/ZbKkokhSaNeCQ7PlHAmYCmZppDJ5ZAQp9D2x9f5377AaRikbjTaQxeSIaCBYwSbaS+XemFRI8o4Vlnct+DR3NR9e2qU3OmwIvELUgVFWj07a/eIKJJCEJTTpTquk6svYxIzSiHSbmXKIgJHZMhdA0VJATlZdPwE3xklAEOImme0Hiq/t7ISKhUGvpmMo+q5r1c/M/rJjq49DIm4kSDoLNDQcKxjnDeBB4wCVTz1BBCJTNZMR0RSag2fZVNCe78lxdJ66TmntfObk+r9auijhI6QIfoGLnoAtXRDWqgJqIoRc/oFb1ZT9aL9W59zEaXrGKngv7A+vwBetOVUw==</latexit>

X 9

<latexit sha1_base64="opuORXxgdkou4EXt4Zq14kmE/CQ=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pf0S7dDBbBVUnE17LoxmUF+4Amlsl00g6dTMLMRCih/oobF4q49UPc+TdO2iy09cDA4Zx7uWdOkHCmtON8W6WV1bX1jfJmZWt7Z3fP3j9oqziVhLZIzGPZDbCinAna0kxz2k0kxVHAaScY3+R+55FKxWJxrycJ9SM8FCxkBGsj9e2qF2E9Iphn3emDF8YSc963a07dmQEtE7cgNSjQ7Ntf3iAmaUSFJhwr1XOdRPsZlpoRTqcVL1U0wWSMh7RnqMARVX42Cz9Fx0YZIHPZPKHRTP29keFIqUkUmMk8qlr0cvE/r5fq8MrPmEhSTQWZHwpTjnSM8ibQgElKNJ8YgolkJisiIywx0aaviinBXfzyMmmf1t2L+vndWa1xXdRRhkM4ghNw4RIacAtNaAGBCTzDK7xZT9aL9W59zEdLVrFThT+wPn8ASiOVMw==</latexit>

X 8
<latexit sha1_base64="CaZFXdm4krbgQ3s637t8D3Pqm8o=">AAAB+HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1o/WvXoZbEIFUpJrFWPRS8eK9gPaEPYbLft0s0m7G6EGvpLvHhQxKs/xZv/xm2bg7Y+GHi8N8PMPD/iTGnb/rYya+sbm1vZ7dzO7t5+vnBw2FJhLAltkpCHsuNjRTkTtKmZ5rQTSYoDn9O2P76d+e1HKhULxYOeRNQN8FCwASNYG8kr5EtOuVor9wQdIulVz7xC0a7Yc6BV4qSkCCkaXuGr1w9JHFChCcdKdR070m6CpWaE02muFysaYTLGQ9o1VOCAKjeZHz5Fp0bpo0EoTQmN5urviQQHSk0C33QGWI/UsjcT//O6sR5cuwkTUaypIItFg5gjHaJZCqjPJCWaTwzBRDJzKyIjLDHRJqucCcFZfnmVtM4rzmWldn9RrN+kcWThGE6gBA5cQR3uoAFNIBDDM7zCm/VkvVjv1seiNWOlM0fwB9bnD9R6kUc=</latexit>

(1, 35, ¬r3)
<latexit sha1_base64="C3Ayfy33DiceMeaPvtcE/IuhpRM=">AAAB83icbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8SNgNvo5BLx4jmAfsLmF2MkmGzM4uM71CCPkNLx4U8erPePNvnCR70MSChqKqm+6uKJXCoOt+Oyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t5+6eCwaZJMM95giUx0O6KGS6F4AwVK3k41p3EkeSsa3k391hPXRiTqEUcpD2PaV6InGEUrBUgCoYjvnVfdsFMquxV3BrJMvJyUIUe9U/oKugnLYq6QSWqM77kphmOqUTDJJ8UgMzylbEj73LdU0ZibcDy7eUJOrdIlvUTbUkhm6u+JMY2NGcWR7YwpDsyiNxX/8/wMezfhWKg0Q67YfFEvkwQTMg2AdIXmDOXIEsq0sLcSNqCaMrQxFW0I3uLLy6RZrXhXlcuHi3LtNo+jAMdwAmfgwTXU4B7q0AAGKTzDK7w5mfPivDsf89YVJ585gj9wPn8A+MqQWg==</latexit>

t 2 [1, 20]
<latexit sha1_base64="0qzf5EKUssghBKHJT+Xxpypuvow=">AAAB9XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA9SNgVEz0GvXiMYB6QrGF2MkmGzM4uM71KWPIfXjwo4tV/8ebfOHkcNLGgoajqprsriKUw6LrfztLyyuraemYju7m1vbOb29uvmSjRjFdZJCPdCKjhUiheRYGSN2LNaRhIXg8GN2O//si1EZG6x2HM/ZD2lOgKRtFKD3hCWkKRZumMeEW/ncu7BXcCski8GcnDDJV27qvViVgScoVMUmOanhujn1KNgkk+yrYSw2PKBrTHm5YqGnLjp5OrR+TYKh3SjbQthWSi/p5IaWjMMAxsZ0ixb+a9sfif10ywe+WnQsUJcsWmi7qJJBiRcQSkIzRnKIeWUKaFvZWwPtWUoQ0qa0Pw5l9eJLXzglcqFO8u8uXrWRwZOIQjOAUPLqEMt1CBKjDQ8Ayv8OY8OS/Ou/MxbV1yZjMH8AfO5w/BcpC+</latexit>

t0 2 [6, 15]

<latexit sha1_base64="5JPuuMztXa2pHIk4uQf9FLNpFoY=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaLICglEVtdFt24rGAfkIYwmU7aoZNJmLkRSunGX3HjQhG3foY7/8ZJ24VWD1zu4Zx7mbknTAXX4DhfVmFpeWV1rbhe2tjc2t6xd/daOskUZU2aiER1QqKZ4JI1gYNgnVQxEoeCtcPhTe63H5jSPJH3MEqZH5O+5BGnBIwU2AcQuLjLJfYAn+LaGc6bW/UDu+xUnCnwX+LOSRnN0Qjsz24voVnMJFBBtPZcJwV/TBRwKtik1M00Swkdkj7zDJUkZtofTw+Y4GOj9HCUKFMS8FT9uTEmsdajODSTMYGBXvRy8T/PyyC68sdcphkwSWcPRZnAkOA8DdzjilEQI0MIVdz8FdMBUYSCyaxkQnAXT/5LWucVt1ap3l2U69fzOIroEB2hE+SiS1RHt6iBmoiiCXpCL+jVerSerTfrfTZasOY7++gXrI9v9/STcA==</latexit>

t1 2 [t + 6, t + 15]
<latexit sha1_base64="YmFfp3iV0RECt2systKGtXp7sJM=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqODGzWARBKUkxdey6MZlBfuANJTJdNoOnUzCzI1QYhf+ihsXirj1N9z5N07TLLR64HIP59zL3DlBLLgGx/myCguLS8srxdXS2vrG5pa9vdPUUaIoa9BIRKodEM0El6wBHARrx4qRMBCsFYyup37rninNI3kH45j5IRlI3ueUgJG69h50q7jDJfYAH2P3BGfN79plp+JkwH+Jm5MyylHv2p+dXkSTkEmggmjtuU4MfkoUcCrYpNRJNIsJHZEB8wyVJGTaT7P7J/jQKD3cj5QpCThTf26kJNR6HAZmMiQw1PPeVPzP8xLoX/opl3ECTNLZQ/1EYIjwNAzc44pREGNDCFXc3IrpkChCwURWMiG481/+S5rVinteObs9Ldeu8jiKaB8doCPkogtUQzeojhqIogf0hF7Qq/VoPVtv1vtstGDlO7voF6yPb3bWky0=</latexit>

t2 2 [t + 1, t + 1]

<latexit sha1_base64="vHZSwVbGkfLKYKDQFVB4F/1GqHA=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vaJduBotQoZSk2upGKLpxWcE+oA1hMpm2QyeTMDMRQqi/4saFIm79EHf+jdM2C209cOFwzr3ce48XMSqVZX0bubX1jc2t/HZhZ3dv/8A8POrIMBaYtHHIQtHzkCSMctJWVDHSiwRBgcdI15vczvzuIxGShvxBJRFxAjTidEgxUlpyzWK5UYHn9QoUbu3MTal/bU9ds2RVrTngKrEzUgIZWq75NfBDHAeEK8yQlH3bipSTIqEoZmRaGMSSRAhP0Ij0NeUoINJJ58dP4alWfDgMhS6u4Fz9PZGiQMok8HRngNRYLnsz8T+vH6vhlZNSHsWKcLxYNIwZVCGcJQF9KghWLNEEYUH1rRCPkUBY6bwKOgR7+eVV0qlV7Ua1fn9Rat5kceTBMTgBZWCDS9AEd6AF2gCDBDyDV/BmPBkvxrvxsWjNGdlMEfyB8fkDKqCSjw==</latexit>

(6, 35, r2)id=1
<latexit sha1_base64="QZ5pe0oYbSm860pmmUhRUFHUR4M=">AAAB+3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUV69LNYBEqlJIEXxuh6MZlBfuANoTJZNIOnUzCzEQsIb/ixoUibv0Rd/6N0zYLbT1w4XDOvdx7j58wKpVlfRsrq2vrG5ulrfL2zu7evnlQ6cg4FZi0ccxi0fORJIxy0lZUMdJLBEGRz0jXH99O/e4jEZLG/EFNEuJGaMhpSDFSWvLMSs2pO3YdCs8+9TIaXDu5Z1athjUDXCZ2QaqgQMszvwZBjNOIcIUZkrJvW4lyMyQUxYzk5UEqSYLwGA1JX1OOIiLdbHZ7Dk+0EsAwFrq4gjP190SGIiknka87I6RGctGbiv95/VSFV25GeZIqwvF8UZgyqGI4DQIGVBCs2EQThAXVt0I8QgJhpeMq6xDsxZeXScdp2BeN8/uzavOmiKMEjsAxqAEbXIImuAMt0AYYPIFn8ArejNx4Md6Nj3nrilHMHII/MD5/AMRVklw=</latexit>

(2, 21, r1)id=2
<latexit sha1_base64="HGgT0KePcTLHy/ru0wfLaZLVoyg=">AAACA3icbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqDvdDBahYilJrY+NUHTjsoJ9QBvCZDJph04mYWYilFBw46+4caGIW3/CnX/jtM1Cqwfu5XDOvczc48WMSmVZX0ZuYXFpeSW/Wlhb39jcMrd3WjJKBCZNHLFIdDwkCaOcNBVVjHRiQVDoMdL2htcTv31PhKQRv1OjmDgh6nMaUIyUllxzr6TcahnqBo9hrQyFax+5KfUvT8auWbQq1hTwL7EzUgQZGq752fMjnISEK8yQlF3bipWTIqEoZmRc6CWSxAgPUZ90NeUoJNJJpzeM4aFWfBhEQhdXcKr+3EhRKOUo9PRkiNRAznsT8T+vm6jgwkkpjxNFOJ49FCQMqghOAoE+FQQrNtIEYUH1XyEeIIGw0rEVdAj2/Ml/Satasc8qp7e1Yv0qiyMP9sEBKAEbnIM6uAEN0AQYPIAn8AJejUfj2Xgz3mejOSPb2QW/YHx8A3X+lOE=</latexit>

(t2, t2 + 4, r1)id=3

<latexit sha1_base64="Ex1PYYBqpL/HiMkePgEzGDY9FOs=">AAAB+3icbVBNS8NAEN34WetXrEcvi0UQKiWpVj0WvXisYD8gDWGz3bZLN5uwOxFL6V/x4kERr/4Rb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPzwkRwDY7zba2srq1vbOa28ts7u3v79kGhqeNUUdagsYhVOySaCS5ZAzgI1k4UI1EoWCsc3k791iNTmsfyAUYJ8yPSl7zHKQEjBXYBgnPc4RJ7UKqcYShV/cAuOmVnBrxM3IwUUYZ6YH91ujFNIyaBCqK15zoJ+GOigFPBJvlOqllC6JD0mWeoJBHT/nh2+wSfGKWLe7EyJQHP1N8TYxJpPYpC0xkRGOhFbyr+53kp9K79MZdJCkzS+aJeKjDEeBoE7nLFKIiRIYQqbm7FdEAUoWDiypsQ3MWXl0mzUnYvy9X7i2LtJosjh47QMTpFLrpCNXSH6qiBKHpCz+gVvVkT68V6tz7mrStWNnOI/sD6/AEWbpKL</latexit>

t3 2 [t + 2, t + 5]

<latexit sha1_base64="sumP+CdXN3UD+4dHnc76Cxz2jmg=">AAAB/HicbVDLSsNAFL3xWesr2qWbwSJULCURqy6LblxWsA9oQ5hMp+3QyYOZiRBC/RU3LhRx64e482+ctFlo64HLPZxzL3PneBFnUlnWt7Gyura+sVnYKm7v7O7tmweHbRnGgtAWCXkouh6WlLOAthRTnHYjQbHvcdrxJreZ33mkQrIweFBJRB0fjwI2ZAQrLblmqaLQGbKrKGv1KhKufeqaZatmzYCWiZ2TMuRouuZXfxCS2KeBIhxL2bOtSDkpFooRTqfFfixphMkEj2hP0wD7VDrp7PgpOtHKAA1DoStQaKb+3kixL2Xie3rSx2osF71M/M/rxWp47aQsiGJFAzJ/aBhzpEKUJYEGTFCieKIJJoLpWxEZY4GJ0nkVdQj24peXSfu8Zl/W6vcX5cZNHkcBjuAYKmDDFTTgDprQAgIJPMMrvBlPxovxbnzMR1eMfKcEf2B8/gCPvJGC</latexit>

(t + 1, t + 5, r1)

<latexit sha1_base64="dnLbDr0ziQ3H1iG8gYORfmfWcPI=">AAAB/XicbVDJSgNBEO2JW4zbuNy8NAYxooSZ4HYMevEYwSyQDENPpydp0rPQXSPEIfgrXjwo4tX/8Obf2EnmoIkPinq8V0VXPy8WXIFlfRu5hcWl5ZX8amFtfWNzy9zeaagokZTVaSQi2fKIYoKHrA4cBGvFkpHAE6zpDW7GfvOBScWj8B6GMXMC0gu5zykBLbnmXgnwCYajU5x16VaOXbNola0J8DyxM1JEGWqu+dXpRjQJWAhUEKXathWDkxIJnAo2KnQSxWJCB6TH2pqGJGDKSSfXj/ChVrrYj6SuEPBE/b2RkkCpYeDpyYBAX816Y/E/r52Af+WkPIwTYCGdPuQnAkOEx1HgLpeMghhqQqjk+lZM+0QSCjqwgg7Bnv3yPGlUyvZF+fzurFi9zuLIo310gErIRpeoim5RDdURRY/oGb2iN+PJeDHejY/paM7IdnbRHxifP8mlkj0=</latexit>

(t + t0, t + t0, r2)

<latexit sha1_base64="pdAbmGJDJeJkipPalXplMA2g3ng=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKr2MwF49R8oJkCbOT3mTI7OwyMyuEkD/w4kERr/6RN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KEsG1cd1vJ7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD4+aOk4VwwaLRazaAdUouMSG4UZgO1FIo0BgKxhVZ37rCZXmsaybcYJ+RAeSh5xRY6XHerVXLLlldw6ySryMlCBDrVf86vZjlkYoDRNU647nJsafUGU4EzgtdFONCWUjOsCOpZJGqP3J/NIpObNKn4SxsiUNmau/JyY00nocBbYzomaol72Z+J/XSU1460+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazt0mfK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNpyCDcFbfnmVNC/K3nX56uGyVLnL4sjDCZzCOXhwAxW4hxo0gEEIz/AKb87IeXHenY9Fa87JZo7hD5zPHz28jS8=</latexit>

TC
<latexit sha1_base64="pdAbmGJDJeJkipPalXplMA2g3ng=">AAAB6XicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKr2MwF49R8oJkCbOT3mTI7OwyMyuEkD/w4kERr/6RN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e4KEsG1cd1vJ7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD4+aOk4VwwaLRazaAdUouMSG4UZgO1FIo0BgKxhVZ37rCZXmsaybcYJ+RAeSh5xRY6XHerVXLLlldw6ySryMlCBDrVf86vZjlkYoDRNU647nJsafUGU4EzgtdFONCWUjOsCOpZJGqP3J/NIpObNKn4SxsiUNmau/JyY00nocBbYzomaol72Z+J/XSU1460+4TFKDki0WhakgJiazt0mfK2RGjC2hTHF7K2FDqigzNpyCDcFbfnmVNC/K3nX56uGyVLnL4sjDCZzCOXhwAxW4hxo0gEEIz/AKb87IeXHenY9Fa87JZo7hD5zPHz28jS8=</latexit>

TC

<latexit sha1_base64="wmHyHf4mWZmDDkQwSO73lPDHcAI=">AAAB/3icbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVFdy4GSxChVIS26oboejGZQX7gDaEyWTSDp1MwsxEKLELf8WNC0Xc+hvu/BunbRbaeuDC4Zx7ufceL2ZUKsv6NpaWV1bX1nMb+c2t7Z1dc2+/JaNEYNLEEYtEx0OSMMpJU1HFSCcWBIUeI21veDPx2w9ESBrxezWKiROiPqcBxUhpyTUPi3apUiv1OOlD4VZO3ZT6V9WxaxassjUFXCR2RgogQ8M1v3p+hJOQcIUZkrJrW7FyUiQUxYyM871EkhjhIeqTrqYchUQ66fT+MTzRig+DSOjiCk7V3xMpCqUchZ7uDJEayHlvIv7ndRMVXDop5XGiCMezRUHCoIrgJAzoU0GwYiNNEBZU3wrxAAmElY4sr0Ow519eJK2zsn1ert1VC/XrLI4cOALHoAhscAHq4BY0QBNg8AiewSt4M56MF+Pd+Ji1LhnZzAH4A+PzB+aflCI=</latexit>

(1, 35, ¬r3)id=4

Fig. 4. An AST for an example STL specification, F[1,20](G[1,5](r1) ∧ F[6,15](r2)) ∧
G[1,35](¬r3), with outputs from the flattening and symbolic time resolution steps. Each
constraint resulting from the resolution step is assigned an identifier (id); a symbolic
time variable that represents the time of satisfying the constraint is annotated with id
as the subscript (i.e., t2 represents the satisfaction of reachability constraint (2, 21, r1)).

For the example in Figure 4, flattening produces one reachability constraint,
(t+ t′, t+ t′, r2). During the first iteration of the outermost loop (line 4), STR
selects tc = (5, 15, t′) and applies ApplyFF to the constraint, producing a new
reachability constraint (t + 5, t + 15, r2). In next iteration, STR selects tc =
(1, 20, t) and applies ApplyFF to (t + 5, t + 15, r2), producing an additional
reachability constraint (6, 35, r2).

Note that at the end of resolution for the example (Figure 4), variable t
appears in multiple intervals in TC ′. In the following section, we describe how
StlInc schedules tasks to generate concrete values for the time variables incre-
mentally one-by-one, ultimately synthesizing a plan that satisfies the original
STL formula.

Lemma 2. Let (X ∃, X ∀, TC) be the output of flatten(ϕ) and (X ∃
2 , X ∀

2 , TC
′)

be the output of STR(X ∃,X ∀, TC). Then, for every signal st:

∀v ∈ V(vars(TC ′)) • (∀x2 ∈ X ∃
2 ∪ X ∀

2 • st |= Inst(x2, v)) =⇒
(∀x ∈ X ∃ ∪ X ∀ • st |= Inst(x, v))

In other words, if every reachability and invariance constraint generated from
STR is satisfied under some instantiation (v) of symbolic time variables in TC ′,
then the original set of flattened constraints must also be satisfied under the
same condition.

4.4 Scheduling

Given the output from the resolution step (the two constraint sets, X ∃,X ∀ and
the time interval variables, TC ′), the goal of the scheduler is synthesize a plan
that satisfies the original STL specification ϕ. To achieve this, the scheduler
iteratively interacts with a planner that is capable of synthesizing a plan to
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Algorithm 2 Schedule

1: Input: X ∃,X ∀, TC′

2: Output: Signal splan for synthesized plan
3: splan = ⟨⟩
4: ≺ := ComputeOrder(X ∃,X ∀, TC′)
5: currTasks := NextTasks(X ∃,X ∀,≺, ∅)
6: while currTasks ̸= ∅ do
7: currTasks := Slice(currTasks)
8: atomicTask := NextAtomic(currTasks)
9: currTasks := currTasks− {atomicTask}

10: satomic := Plan (atomicTask)
11: if satomic = ⟨⟩ then break end if
12: splan := s⌢satomic

13: satTasks := ExtractTime(satomic)
14: currTasks := currTasks ∪NextTasks(X ∃,X ∀,≺, satTasks)
15: end while
16: return splan

satisfy an atomic task formula of form F[a,b](ϕ1) ∧ G[a,b](ϕ2), where ϕ1 and
ϕ2 are quantifier-free STL expressions. The scheduling process is incremental:
The scheduler generates a sequence of atomic tasks formulas and invokes the
planner to solve them one-by-one, using information (i.e., the time of satisfaction
of a reachability or invariance constraint) generated by the planner to resolve
any dependencies on symbolic time variables that were introduced during the
flattening and resolution steps. The scheduling algorithm (Alg. 2) comprises of
three major parts: ordering, slicing of constraints, and planning of atomic tasks.

Ordering In the first step (line 4), the scheduler computes a partial order (≺)
among the given reachability and invariance constraints, to determine which of
these constraints must be satisfied before others. In particular, given a pair of
constraints, x1 and x2, x1 ≺ x2 if and only if the time of satisfaction of x1
necessarily precede that of x2, based on the time intervals that are assigned to
those constraints in X ∃ or X ∀.

If one or more of x1 and x2 depends on another symbolic variable, t, for
satisfaction, then the information in TC ′ is used to determine the presence of
a precedence relationship. Consider t1 and t3 from Figure 4; after resolution,
the satisfaction of these two constraints depend on the symbolic variable t (as
specified in TC ′). Although the value of t is unknown, it can be determined that
for any possible value of t, t3 will necessarily be satisfied before t1 (i.e., t3 ≺ t1).
Overall, for this example, ComputeOrder determines that t2 ≺ t3 ≺ t1. Note
that t4 does not appear in this ordering as it needs to be satisfied in parallel
with these other constraints.

Slicing The scheduler then determines the first set of constraints (or tasks)
to be carried out based on the order ≺ (line 5). In general, the time intervals
over these constraint may overlap with each other in an arbitrary way. Recall,
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however, that each atomic task to be solved by the planner must be in form
F[a,b](ϕ1) ∧ G[a,b](ϕ2). Thus, the scheduler must first convert the constraints in
currTasks into a set of atomic tasks constraint; this step involves slicing one or
more constraints in currTasks (line 7).

0 1 2 21 35

t2:(2,21,r1)

t4b:(2,21,  r3)<latexit sha1_base64="ASO5SsFOCG8sRsNuUQkSGW5xb84=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSTi17HoxWMFawttKJvtpF26uwm7G6GE/gUvHhTx6h/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTDjTxvO+ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941HGqKLZozGPVCYlGziS2DDMcO4lCIkKO7XB8m/vtJ1SaxfLBTBIMBBlKFjFKTC71JA771ZpX92Zwl4lfkBoUaParX71BTFOB0lBOtO76XmKCjCjDKMdppZdqTAgdkyF2LZVEoA6y2a1T98QqAzeKlS1p3Jn6eyIjQuuJCG2nIGakF71c/M/rpia6DjImk9SgpPNFUcpdE7v54+6AKaSGTywhVDF7q0tHRBFqbDwVG4K/+PIyeTyr+5f1i/vzWuOmiKMMR3AMp+DDFTTgDprQAgojeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/z1pJTzBzCHzifPwwljkI=</latexit>¬

t4c:(22,35,  r3)<latexit sha1_base64="ASO5SsFOCG8sRsNuUQkSGW5xb84=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSTi17HoxWMFawttKJvtpF26uwm7G6GE/gUvHhTx6h/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTDjTxvO+ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941HGqKLZozGPVCYlGziS2DDMcO4lCIkKO7XB8m/vtJ1SaxfLBTBIMBBlKFjFKTC71JA771ZpX92Zwl4lfkBoUaParX71BTFOB0lBOtO76XmKCjCjDKMdppZdqTAgdkyF2LZVEoA6y2a1T98QqAzeKlS1p3Jn6eyIjQuuJCG2nIGakF71c/M/rpia6DjImk9SgpPNFUcpdE7v54+6AKaSGTywhVDF7q0tHRBFqbDwVG4K/+PIyeTyr+5f1i/vzWuOmiKMMR3AMp+DDFTTgDprQAgojeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/z1pJTzBzCHzifPwwljkI=</latexit>¬t4a:(1,1,  r3)<latexit sha1_base64="ASO5SsFOCG8sRsNuUQkSGW5xb84=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSTi17HoxWMFawttKJvtpF26uwm7G6GE/gUvHhTx6h/y5r9x0+agrQ8GHu/NMDMvTDjTxvO+ndLK6tr6RnmzsrW9s7tX3T941HGqKLZozGPVCYlGziS2DDMcO4lCIkKO7XB8m/vtJ1SaxfLBTBIMBBlKFjFKTC71JA771ZpX92Zwl4lfkBoUaParX71BTFOB0lBOtO76XmKCjCjDKMdppZdqTAgdkyF2LZVEoA6y2a1T98QqAzeKlS1p3Jn6eyIjQuuJCG2nIGakF71c/M/rpia6DjImk9SgpPNFUcpdE7v54+6AKaSGTywhVDF7q0tHRBFqbDwVG4K/+PIyeTyr+5f1i/vzWuOmiKMMR3AMp+DDFTTgDprQAgojeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox/z1pJTzBzCHzifPwwljkI=</latexit>¬

Fig. 5. A slicing example.

Due to limited space, we provide the full de-
tails of the slicing algorithm in the appendix.
We briefly illustrate it here using an example,
shown in Figure 5. For our running example, the
first set of constraints to be fulfilled is {t2 =
(2, 21, r1), t4 = (1, 35,¬r3)}. To generate atomic
tasks out of these, the Slice operation slices t4
into three constraints, t4a, t4b, t4c; this, in turn,
results in the following three atomic tasks:

G[1,1](¬r3) F[2,21](r2) ∧G[2,21](¬r3) G[22,35](¬r3)
However, the slicing step may introduce dependencies among the atomic

tasks, especially for the constraints in X ∃. For example, suppose that task
F[2,21](r2) is further split into two slices, F[2,12](r2) and F[12,21](r2). Since r2
needs to be satisfied only once in interval [2, 21], we would need to ensure that
we are not over-constraining the space of possible behaviors by requiring r2 to
be satisfied twice, as the slices would imply. To achieve this, we keep track of
dependencies among constraints, which are used by the scheduler to remove
unnecessary atomic tasks (e.g., remove F[12,21](r2) once r2 is satisfied between
[2, 12]). This dependency management is handled inside NextTasks (Algorithm
2, Line 14).

Planning atomic tasks Once atomic tasks have been generated through slic-
ing, the scheduler selects the next atomic task and invokes the planner (lines
8-10). If the planner is able to synthesize a plan that satisfies the atomic task,
it returns a signal that represents the satisfying trajectory, which is then ap-
pended to the cumulative signal splan (line 12); if not, the scheduler terminates
by returning the signal that contains a partially satisfactory plan (line 11).

From the synthesized signal, the scheduler extracts the constraints from X ∃

and X ∀ that were satisfied, along with the concrete time values for their sat-
isfaction (line 13). This information (satTasks) is then used to determine the
next increment of constraints to be solved.

Finally, when all of the constraints in X ∃ and X ∀ have been satisfied, the
scheduler terminates by returning splan as the final plan.

Lemma 3. Let splan be the output of Schedule(X ∃, X ∀, TC ′) and v be an
assignment of values to symbolic time variables in TC ′, which are determined
during the scheduling step. Then, the following statement holds:

∀x ∈ X ∃ ∪ X ∀ • splan |= Inst(x, v)

In other words, the synthesized plan, splan, satisfies all of the reachability and
invariance constraints that were generated from the preceding flattening and
STR steps.
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STL Specification Pattern

ϕ1 F[0,15](R1)∧F[5,25](R2)∧F[20,30](R3)∧G[0,40](¬O1) R+A

ϕ2 F[0,15](R1 ∧ F[0,15](R2)) ∧G[0,40](¬O1) SV+A

ϕ3 F[0,15](R1 ∧ F[0,15](R2 ∧ F[0,20](R3 ∧ F[0,15](R1)))) SV

ϕ4 F[0,15]G[0,10](R1) ∧ F[0,35](R2) ∧G[0,40](¬O1) R+A+SB

ϕ5 F[0,15](R1 ∧ F[0,20]G[0,10](R2)) SV+SB

Table 1. Benchmark STL specifications created from motion planning patterns. Here,
R: Reach, A: Avoid, SV: Sequenced Visit, SB: Stabilization.

Building on Lemmas 1, 2, and 3, we finally introduce a theorem to state that
our proposed approach generates a plan that satisfies the given specification ϕ:

Theorem 1. Given specification ϕ and splan as the output of the scheduling
algorithm, splan |= ϕ.

5 Evaluation

This section begins with a detailed description of our experimental setup, includ-
ing specifications and implementation details, alongside the research questions
we aim to address. Following this, we present our findings and conclude with a
discussion of our approach over the benchmarks.

5.1 Experimental Setup

Specifications. We investigated multiple motion planning STL specifications
from [6, 17]. Based on the most common planning patterns, such as Reach (R),
Avoid (A), Stabilisation (SB), Sequenced Visits (SV) etc., we created represen-
tative STL benchmark specifications as outlined in Table 1. These specifications
are defined over STL subformulas of the form Ri or Oi where Ri / Oi is satisfied
if the agent is inside Region i or Obstacle i. These subformulas are defined in
a similar fashion using conjunction of linear and nonlinear predicates as done
in [12]. Please refer to [12] for more information on how these are defined for
rectangular/circular regions.

Implementation Details. We investigate planning from benchmark specifi-
cations in two robot exploration environments (similar to Figure 1), namely
LinEnv and NonLinEnv created using stlpy [12]. stlpy has the functionality
to encode any arbitrary STL formula, dynamics and actuation limits into con-
straints and use existing state-of-the-art solvers (Gurobi [10], SNOPT [9], etc.,)
to generate satisfying plans. Our two environments are both planar but differ in
underlying dynamics governing the robot. LinEnv has linear dynamics (Double
Integrator) whereas NonLinEnv has nonlinear dynamics (Unicycle). We bench-
mark our technique against existing MICP methods (for linear dynamics) and
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other gradient-based techniques like SNOPT (for non-linear dynamics). We use
Python to implement our tool4 while using stlpy and Drake [23] to encode the
STL constraints. Additionally, we use Gurobi or SNOPT to solve the final con-
strained optimization problem. All experiments were run on a workstation with
an Intel Xeon W-1350 processor and 32 GB RAM.

Benchmarks and Research Questions. We compare against the state-of-the-
art techniques proposed in [4] (which we call standard MICP) and [12] (reduced
MICP). Since the standard MICP encoding is only defined for environments with
linear dynamics, we compare our technique against reduced MICP encoding for
NonLinEnv. Reduced MICP claims better performance over standard MICP for
long horizon and complex specifications due to their efficient encoding of dis-
junction and conjunction with fewer binary variables. However, standard MICP
is faster for short-horizon specifications due to solver-specific presolve routines
that leverage the additional binary variables for simplification.

Since our focus is on both short- and long-horizon specification with deep
levels of temporal operator nesting, we benchmark against both techniques. The
two main metrics we are concerned with are the time taken for solving and the
final robustness values. To make the comparison fair, the total time taken by
our technique includes the time taken by the flattener, scheduler, and solvers.

The two main research questions we investigate in this paper are:

1. RQ1: Does our decomposition technique result in shorter solve times?

2. RQ2: Does our decomposition technique result in higher robustness scores?

5.2 Results

Table 2 summarizes the results for StlInc performance compared to the base-
lines. In the tables, N represents the horizon of the specification and D represents
the maximum depth of temporal nesting; TO represents a timeout, which means
the solver did not terminate despite running it for 30 minutes. In those cases, the
solver’s output plan robustness is represented as -inf (which means no solution
was found in the given time).

For LinEnv for all the specifications, our robustness values are comparable
to the two techniques but our solve times are either lower or comparable to
the baselines. Additionally, for specification ϕ3, which has the deepest tempo-
ral nesting, our method significantly outperforms both baseline methods that
experience timeouts.

For NonLinEnv for ϕ1 and ϕ4, the baseline encoding performs better in terms
of solving time but StlInc only does slightly worse. However, for specification
ϕ2, ϕ3 and ϕ5, StlInc significantly outperforms the baselines.

4 https://github.com/parvkpr/MCTSTL
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Spec N D Solve time (s) Robustness

LinEnv NonLinEnv LinEnv NonLinEnv

[4] [12] StlInc [12] StlInc [4] [12] StlInc [12] StlInc

ϕ1 40 0 0.845 2.698 0.891 0.890 1.464 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.430 0.572

ϕ2 30 1 2.459 TO 0.402 12.674 0.892 0.491 -inf 0.491 -inf 0.594

ϕ3 60 3 TO TO 0.874 15.829 1.554 -inf -inf 0.228 -inf 0.065

ϕ4 40 2 0.318 0.330 0.629 1.049 1.131 0.494 0.500 0.500 0.470 0.364

ϕ5 40 2 2.829 28.490 0.694 83.193 1.776 0.500 0.500 0.500 -inf 0.596

Table 2. StlInc Performance Benchmarking for LinEnv and NonLinEnv against stan-
dard MICP ([4]) and reduced MICP ([12]).

Summary. Our technique excels significantly for nesting depths > 1 in both
LinEnv and NonLinEnv. However, for nesting depths < 1, the baseline tech-
niques outperform us due to marginal overhead from flattening, scheduling, and
solver invocations. The encoding for these specifications involves fewer binary
variables, and the preprocessing overhead of using StlInc outweighs the per-
formance benefits. Nevertheless, the experiment suggests that our technique is
more efficient for multi-step tasks with deep temporal nesting, outperforming
baselines by an order of magnitude.

6 Related Work

Trajectory synthesis from STL specifications is an active area of research for
which multiple approaches have been proposed in the past few years [20, 2, 21,
1, 15]. One of the first papers in this direction involved translating STL speci-
fications into constraints within a Mixed Integer Linear Program (MILP) [20].
This approach is sound and complete but faces scalability challenges for long-
horizon specifications. To remedy this drawback, the original encoding has been
modified by focusing on abstraction-based techniques [22] and reducing binary
variables via logarithmic encoding [12]. Most of these techniques focus on re-
ducing the MILP’s complexity to observe performance benefits. Recently, the
focus has shifted to developing techniques that leverage robustness feedback
as a heuristic for trajectory synthesis instead of using MILP. These techniques
involve using reinforcement learning [1, 11], search-based techniques [3] and con-
trol barrier functions [15] to generate STL satisfying trajectories. While these
methods offer greater scalability, they are not complete and frequently struggle
to accommodate complex specifications because of the intrinsically non-convex
optimization problem posed by robustness semantics.

In this work, we focus on MILP-based techniques due to their completeness
guarantees and improve their scalability by modifying input STL specifications
themselves. However, since we perform structural manipulation of the specifica-
tions themselves, our decomposition technique is planner-agnostic and can also
use learning- or search-based planners. Decomposition of STL specifications has
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been studied before in [13, 24]. However, our work differs from existing work
in multiple ways. In [24], the authors restrict themselves to an STL fragment
that does not allow nesting of temporal operators, while a key contribution of
our work is handling deep nested specifications. In [13], the authors perform
structural manipulation using a tree structure. However, their focus is on multi-
agent setups and they handle nested operators conservatively, especially for the
eventually operator. This conservative notion generates specification satisfying
behavior but it can be overly restrictive. Our interpretation is more flexible and
in line with the Boolean semantics defined for the same operators.

7 Limitations and Future Work

In this work, we propose a structural manipulation-based technique for the tem-
poral decomposition of STL specifications, enabling the incremental fulfillment
of these specifications. We show our method generates correct-by -construction
trajectories that satisfy deeply nested specifications with long time horizons for
which existing baseline STL planning techniques struggle.

While the proposed approach is promising, our current decomposition tech-
nique does not handle disjunction. Additionally, the technique is sound but not
complete, and designed to prioritize satisfaction over optimality. This limita-
tion stems from incremental planning of objectives, which can be locally opti-
mal compared to global planning, which considers the entire problem space. In
future work, we aim to enrich our scheduling algorithm with backtracking capa-
bility, which can generate multiple satisfying plans, to overcome this limitation.
Furthermore, for probabilistic systems, we plan to employ conformal prediction
techniques to overcome compounding modeling error issues. Another avenue for
future work is to adapt our theory to accommodate learning and heuristic-based
approaches, such as reinforcement learning. Finally, our decomposition theory
can potentially be employed for other STL applications, such as falsification,
testing and runtime assurance and we plan to investigate that in the future.
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A Appendix

A.1 Slicing Algorithm and Illustration

Our slicing algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 3 and its application is demon-
strated using the running example. In this example, the first set of constraints
to be fulfilled is {t2 = (2, 21, r1), t4 = (1, 35,¬r3)}. In the first step (line 3),
we identify the lowest and the highest time bounds out of all the constraints in
currTasks (which, for the example, would be 1 and 35). Then, in lines 5 to 11,

for the horizon, we identify which constraints are active at each given time
step. After this step, in lines 14 to 29, we first create “slices”, which involves
generating multiple time intervals out of time steps where similar constraints are
active. Then, we create constraints of type X s and X ∀ out of them by combining
propositions of constraints of the same type. For the running example, these time
slices would be [1,1], [2,21] and [22,35]. Finally, the constraints are converted into
the following three atomic tasks:

G[1,1](¬r3) F[2,21](r2) ∧G[2,21](¬r3) G[22,35](¬r3)
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Algorithm 3 SLICE

1: Input: Set of currTasks X c

2: Output: Set of atomic tasks constraints X c′

3: tmin, tmax := Horizon(currTasks)
4: active := ⟨⟩
5: for t in [tmin, tmax] do
6: activet := ⟨⟩
7: for x = (l, h, p) in X c do
8: if t in [l, h] then activet := active⌢t ⟨x⟩ end if
9: end for

10: active := active⌢activet
11: end for
12: tlow := tmin

13: X c′ = {}
14: for t in [tmin + 1, tmax] do
15: if active[t− 1]! = active[t] then
16: X temp := active[t− 1]
17: X temp

∃ := {(tlow, t− 1,⊤)}
18: X temp

∀ := {(tlow, t− 1,⊤)}
19: for x = (l, h, p) in X temp do
20: if x in X ∃ then
21: X temp

∃ .p := X temp
∃ .p ∧ p

22: else
23: X temp

∀ .p := X temp
∀ .p ∧ p

24: end if
25: end for
26: X c′ := X c′ ∪ X temp

∃ ∪ X temp
∀

27: tlow := t
28: end if
29: end for
30: return X c′


